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Abstract—In this work, we present a density-matrix model,
which considers an infinite quantum cascade laser (QCL) and mod-
els transport via a nearest neighbor approximation. We will discuss
derivation of output parameters of the model in detail and show
the direct mathematical link to the semiclassical rate equation ap-
proach. This model can be extended to an arbitrary number of
states in the QCL period, without a priori specification of upper
and lower lasing level. Application of the model to various QCL
structures is possible, including bound-to-continuum structures,
which typically employ a large number of states per period. The
model has been applied to a 2-THz bound-to-continuum QCL,
and a very good agreement with measured V –I characteristics
is obtained along with qualitative agreement with measured L–I
characteristics in terms of dynamic range.

Index Terms—Submillimeter wave technology, quantum cascade
lasers (QCLs).

I. INTRODUCTION

T ERAHERTZ-FREQUENCY quantum cascade lasers
(THz QCLs) are powerful semiconductor sources of coher-

ent radiation in the THz band [1] with potential applications in
free-space communications, medical diagnostics, and chemical
sensing [2]–[7].

The lasing frequency of a THz QCL is dominated by the
separation between a pair of energy states within a periodic
semiconductor heterostructure (typically GaAs/AlGaAs), and
by engineering the thickness of layers in the active region, it
is possible to generate a wide range of operating frequencies
(1.2–5.6 THz [8]–[10]). However, the required energy difference
between the lasing states is very small (∼10 meV), and thermal
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excitation of carriers can rapidly degrade device performance.
THz QCLs currently operate at cryogenic temperatures (below
200 K [11] in pulsed mode and typically to few tens of Kelvin in
continuous-wave (CW) operation, without an external magnetic
field).

Various models for transport in QCLs exist [12]: most
commonly employing semiclassical approaches such as self-
consistent rate-equation (RE) modeling, which considers non-
radiative transitions of carriers due to the various scattering
mechanisms, including interactions of electrons with longitu-
dinal optical (LO) and acoustic phonons (AP), alloy disorder
(AD), interface roughness (IFR), ionized impurities (II) and
other electrons (CC). These models are semiclassical because
they consider transitions of discrete electrons between energy
levels and neglect coherence effects and quantum mechanical
dephasing. Although RE models are usually computationally ef-
ficient and provide insight into the scattering behavior, they are
unable to correctly describe transport between adjacent periods
of a QCL structure [13] because they do not take injection bar-
rier thickness into account in transport calculations. This leads
to the prediction of instantaneous transport between the periods,
whereas the actual transport that occurs is based on the resonant
tunneling.

Alternative approaches based on density-matrix (DM) mod-
eling include quantum transport effects and are able to overcome
known shortcomings of RE models, while keeping reasonable
computational complexity when compared to more extensive
quantum mechanical models such as nonequilibrium Green’s
function approaches [14]–[18]. DM models are frequently ap-
plied to simplified QCL models, containing just two or three
states per period [19]–[24]. Output of such models is usually
combined with RE output [12], [22] through addition of the
coherent correction term obtained by analytical analysis for the
lasing transition. Although this approach reduces the computa-
tional complexity, it results in a cumbersome set of analytic ex-
pressions, which is inconvenient for bound-to-continuum (BTC)
THz QCLs [25], since these have a large number of states per
module.

In this work, we develop an improved general DM approach
that extends the model presented in [26], applicable for an arbi-
trary number of states per module. The model does not require
a priori knowledge on which states dominate the electron trans-
port. The DM method has been proved successful for a variety of
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QCL simulations, including quantum dot QCLs [27], nonlinear
effects [28], and self-mixing-effect-based interferometry [29].

In Section II, we describe the numerical implementation of a
DM formalism for an idealized QCL structure with an infinite
number of periods and provide a theoretical discussion of the
derivation of the output parameters. In Section III, we give
a comparison of the RE and the DM model application to a
∼2-THz BTC QCL structure.

II. THEORETICAL MODEL

The previously published extended-DM model [26] considers
three adjacent periods of the QCL structure. The Hamiltonian
for this structure can be represented as a 3× 3 block matrix

H =

⎛
⎜⎝

HUU HUC HUD

HCU HCC HCD

HDU HDC HDD

⎞
⎟⎠ (1)

in which the block subscripts describe interaction terms be-
tween the central (C), upper (U), and lower (D) periods. The
off-diagonal elements correspond to the coupling between the
periods labeled by the corresponding indices. Every block in (1)
has the size of N × N , where N is the number of states in a sin-
gle module. We employ wave functions from a single period as
the basis for the density matrix operator, and the corresponding
density matrix will have similar form to the Hamiltonian in (1).
This would generally result in nine block equations; however,
we can greatly simplify the problem if we neglect direct cou-
pling between the “U” and “D” modules, HUD = HDU = 0, and
use the symmetry of the structure: HCD = HUC and HDC = HCU,
HUU = HCC + eKLP, and HDD = HCC − eKLP, where K is the
applied external electric field and LP is the length of a single
module of the structure. The model then becomes identical to
the one in [26]. It is also convenient to switch to numerical in-
dices HCC = H1 , HUC = H2 , and HCU = H3 . The Hamiltonian
and the corresponding density matrix now, respectively, have
the forms:

H =

⎛
⎜⎝

H1 + eKLP H2 0

H3 H1 H2

0 H3 H1 − eKLP

⎞
⎟⎠ (2)

and

ρ =

⎛
⎜⎝

ρ1 ρ2 0

ρ3 ρ1 ρ2

0 ρ3 ρ1

⎞
⎟⎠ . (3)

The Hamiltonian block H1 describes the central period and
is composed of tight-binding energies (on the main diagonal)
and optical coupling terms of the form Hij = ezijAinc, where
zij are dipole matrix elements, and Ainc is the electric field of
the incident light. Depending on the form of Ainc, it is pos-
sible to simplify the model further. In this work, we use the
nonrotating-wave approximation (NRWA) presented in [26] and
assume that optical field has the form Ainc = A0(eiωt + e−iωt).
The Hamiltonian block of the central period can, therefore, be
presented as H1 = Hdc + Hac+eiωt + Hac−e−iωt , where Hdc

refers to the main diagonal of H1 , while the remaining ac terms
have equal amplitudes (|Hac+| = |Hac−|) and will be labeled
as Hac (where Hac

ij = ezijA0 , i �= j). Hamiltonian blocks H2

and H3 only have dc terms, and H2 = H†
3 . The elements in

H2 and H3 contain Rabi coupling terms (half of the anticross-
ing energy over �), and formally, these blocks are obtained
by 〈i|HTB − HEXT|j〉, where HTB is the tight-binding Hamilto-
nian, and HEXT is the Hamiltonian of the extended structure. In
this work, we use the approximation for Rabi coupling terms
from [30] and [31], which was also used in [26].

The time evolution of the density matrix in (3) is described
by the Liouville equation:

dρ

dt
= − i

�
[H, ρ] −

(
dρ

dt

)

relax

. (4)

For intramodule transport, we can use the semiclassical scat-
tering rates obtained using Fermi’s golden rule, and for inter-
module transport, we need to include scattering, which only
changes the phase between two states without causing depop-
ulation [13]. This is the main difference between the RE and
DM approaches: the RE uses Fermi’s golden rule for interpe-
riod transport as well, while in the DM, we assume that resonant
tunneling will occur at the Rabi frequency through the injection
barrier, which is described by the Hamiltonian blocks H2 and
H3 , and that states additionally change their phase during the in-
terperiod transport. The relaxation term in (4) has the symbolic
form ρ/τrelax, but we can represent 1/τrelax as

τ−1
relax =

⎛
⎜⎝

(1/τ, 1/τ
′′
||) 1/τ|| 0

1/τ|| (1/τ, 1/τ
′′
||) 1/τ||

0 1/τ|| (1/τ, 1/τ
′′
||)

⎞
⎟⎠ (5)

where the notation (1/τ, 1/τ
′′
||) means that diagonal blocks con-

tain both the intraperiod lifetimes (τ ) and the dephasing times
(τ

′′
||), while off-diagonal blocks contain only the dephasing times

(τ||) between the states of different periods. Note that, in (5), we
directly implemented the translation invariance of the system.
These blocks have the following form:

(ρ1

τ

)
ii

=
ρ1i i

τi
−
∑
i �=j

ρ1j j

τj i

(ρ1

τ

)
ij

=
ρ1i j

τ||i j

1
τ||i j

=
1

2τi
+

1
2τj

+
1
τii

+
1

τjj
− 2√

τ IFR
ii τ IFR

jj

(6)

where τi = (
∑

1/τij )
−1 are the state lifetimes and τij represent

total intrasubband scattering lifetimes due to LO, AP, AD, II, and
IFR mechanisms, obtained by thermally averaged Fermi golden
rule calculations [32]. Dephasing times τ||i j

do not depend on
intersubband processes; thus, formulation in (6) applies in the
same manner to all blocks in the system in (5), with the note
that dephasing occurs between two different states; thus, the
main diagonal of 1/τ

′′
|| is filled with zeros, or in other words

1/τ
′′
|| = 1/τ|| − diag(1/τ||).
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Fig. 1. Band diagram and wave function plot for the exemplar BTC QCL. The
layer thicknesses, starting with the injection barrier (until dotted horizontal line),
are 5.0/14.4/1.0/11.8/1.0/14.4/2.4/14.4/2.413.2/3.0/12.4/3.2/12.0/4.4/12.6 nm,
Al0 .1 Ga0 .9 As barriers are shown in bold, and wells doped to 1.3 ×1016 cm−3

are underlined.

Due to the symmetry of the system, it is possible to obtain
input for (4) by considering only one period of the QCL struc-
ture in a tight-binding scheme. Eigenenergies and the scatter-
ing rates can, therefore, be calculated by a thermally balanced
Schrödinger–Poisson self-consistent approach and adjacent pe-
riods can be added by translation due to the applied bias. When
a three-period structure is formed, we can calculate Rabi cou-
pling terms as in [30] and [31] (note that it applies H2 = H†

3).
Our model primarily focuses on the resonant tunneling in the
injection barrier, and this is motivated by the work in [13]. It
is possible to generalize this approach for intraperiod resonant
tunneling by sequencing the barriers of interest and creating sub-
periods within one period of the QCL structure, similar to [22].

Our choice of basis and our results, therefore, depend on the
sequence of layers in the period, which should be considered
from the injection barrier. The tight binding scheme in the DM
model assumes thick padding on either side of the band dia-
gram, in order to ensure decay of the wave functions, as can be
seen in Fig. 1. RE eigenenergies and wave functions are cho-
sen in a different manner; a two-period structure is considered in
the Schrödinger–Poisson self-consistent approach, which yields
both intraperiod and interperiod rates. Corresponding energies
and wave functions are chosen by analyzing their localization
within the period. For this reason, RE and DM wave functions
can differ, and comparison of the methods can be done only in
terms of the final results.

For the DM model, each block in (2), (3), and (5) is an
N × N matrix, and substitution into (4) is not straightforward.
The issue with the Hamiltonian in (2) is that the UU period has
no interaction with the period above it, and analogously, the DD
does not interact with the period below it, or in other words, the
boundary conditions of the problem are not properly set. This is
explained more extensively in the Appendix.

The solution of this problem lies in consideration of a general
structure with Q periods. If we construct the Hamiltonian in (2)
with Q periods, the Hamiltonian and the corresponding density
matrix in (3) will become tridiagonal Q × Q matrices, and the

commutator term in (4) will become a pentadiagonal matrix
(shown in the Appendix). Equations on the main diagonal of this
matrix would only differ at the endpoints, and this means that
we neglected the boundaries (contacts) of the QCL structure and
assumed instantaneous injection of the current into the device. In
this work, we will use this approximation and assume that Q →
∞, which will be useful during the derivation of output (current
density and gain profile) from this model. The infinite period
approach was also used in [27] and [28], and here, we include
full discussion of its implementation for any QCL structure. It
is interesting to note that a Q × Q QCL model when Q is finite
can also be developed, but this increases modeling complexity
and brings the need for a more extensive model. In reality, QCL
periods do not experience same bias conditions, and domain
formation effects can even cause some of the periods not to be
active. Therefore, the model presented in this work represents
an average effect, and in the next section, we shall show that it
matches experimental results remarkably well.

The infinite approach in (4) yields the following system of
equations:

dρ1

dt
= − i

�
([H1 , ρ1 ] + [H3 , ρ2 ] + [H2 , ρ3 ]) − ρ1

τ
− ρ1

τ||

dρ2

dt
= − i

�
([H2 , ρ1 ] + [H1 , ρ2 ] + eKLPρ2) − ρ2

τ||

dρ3

dt
= − i

�
([H3 , ρ1 ] + [H1 , ρ3 ] − eKLPρ3) − ρ3

τ||
.

(7)

Current density is extracted as the expectation value of the
average drift velocity [33]:

J =
ien2D

�LP
[H, ZS] (8)

where n2D is the sheet population density and ZS is the dipole
matrix (shown in the Appendix) that corresponds to the Hamil-
tonian matrix H. Due to the symmetry of the QCL, ZS is a
block-diagonal matrix, whose diagonal contains equal blocks Z
that correspond to the central period and offset ±kLP for ad-
jacent periods due to their spatial shift from CC, where if we
chose odd number of periods (the model does not depend on
this, but this choice is convenient) k = 0 . . . (Q − 1)/2.

The expectation value of J is calculated as Tr(ρJ), and since
we are considering an infinite structure, the current density is

j = lim
Q→∞

Tr(ρJ)
Q

=
ien2D

�LP
Tr

(
ρ1 [H1 , Z] + ρ2 [H3 , Z]

+ρ3 [H2 , Z] + LP(H2ρ3 − ρ2H3)

)
. (9)

The trace in (9) passes through every term separately, and
it also has a cyclic property (when trace of product of matri-
ces is needed), which can be applied to commutator terms as
Tr(ρi [Hi , Z]) = −Tr(Z[Hi , ρi ]). It can be seen that the first
three terms in (9) directly correspond to the terms in the first
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equation in (7); therefore, we can also use the following expres-
sion for current density calculation:

j =
en2D

LP
Tr
(

Z
(

dρ1

dt
+

ρ1

τ
+

ρ1

τ||

))

+
ien2D

�
Tr (H2ρ3 − ρ2H3). (10)

Gain can be extracted from j by considering harmonic re-
sponse of the DM terms to a light field Ainc = A0eiωt , and
this is calculated as −	(ε)ω/nr/c, where nr is the refrac-
tive index of the material, and ε is the complex permittivity
of electron gas, which is calculated as ε = jac/

dE
dt . Gain can

also be calculated from the optical susceptibility, which equals
χopt = e n2D

ε0 A 0 LP
Tr(ρac

1 Z) and gain is g = −	(
√

εs + χopt
w
c ) ≈

−	(χopt)ωnr

c . Both of these approaches are identical; the first
one was used in [26] and the second in [27]. In this work, we
will use the latter; thus, the gain is calculated as

g = − w en2D

ε0A0nrcLP�
Tr
(
ρAC

1 Z
)
. (11)

It is important to note that the unknowns in (7) are matrices,
and due to the commutator terms, solving this system is not
straightforward. This system becomes more demanding when
the NRWA approach is used; every unknown in the system
is assumed to have three terms (DC, AC+, and AC−), and
the system in (7) expands to 9 × 9 system of equations with
9N 2 × 9N 2 unknowns. The computational complexity of the
model significantly rises with the number of states and also
influences the accuracy of the solution.

A common approach for systems like that in (7) is to introduce
superoperator formalism [13], [27], [28]. This turns the system
in (7) into a linear system. It is important to note that such an
approach should not be directly applied to (4) due to the issue
with boundary conditions of the model we discussed earlier. In
this work, we will not treat (7) with this formalism but rather
explain the solving process from mathematical standpoint.

Systems that take the form AXB in which the unknown X
is a matrix of size N × N can be turned into linear system
as A ⊗ BT X ′, where X ′ is a column vector whose elements
are taken row by row from matrix X and operation ⊗ is the
Kronecker tensor product. In our case, we have commutators,
which linearize as [Hi, ρi ] → Li = (Hi ⊗ I − I ⊗ HT

i )ρ′i . Ev-
ery commutator in (7) follows this formulation, while the lin-
earization of the relaxation terms is different. The tensor of the
form ρi j

τ ||i j

linearizes to a diagonal N 2 × N 2 matrix by unpack-

ing elements of 1
τ ||

row by row and placing them on the main

diagonal of the N 2 × N 2 matrix. The tensor form of ρ1
τ lin-

earizes as illustrated in [27]. Visually, this can be described by
writing down transpose of 1

τ as a sum of N 2 × N 2 matrices.
The first matrix of this sum would be N × N matrix, which
only has element i in the ith position, etc. The next step is pack-
ing those matrices (terms of the aforementioned sum) in the
corresponding positions in the N 2 × N 2 matrix. Even though
this expansion is cumbersome, its numerical implementation is
simple.

The output of interest is dc current, and in this case, the
derivative in (10) is zero. When (6) is substituted into (10), we

obtain

jDC =
e

LP

⎛
⎝∑

i

∑
j �=i

ni

(
Zii − Zjj

τij

)⎞
⎠

+
en2D

LP
Tr
(

ZρDC
1

τ||
+ LP(H2ρ3 − ρ2H3)

)
. (12)

In (12), we made use of the expression for the state lifetime
as 1

τi
=
∑ 1

τi j
and the fact that population of state i is given

by ρDC
ii n2D . The first term in (12) represents an expression for

calculation of current density in the RE approach. The only
difference is that in (12), τij represents intramodule scattering
rates only, while in RE models, intermodule rates would also be
taken into account with the same expression. This means that if
RE current was written as jRE = jintra + jinter, the DM current
would be jDM = jintra* + jinterDM, where jinterDM corresponds
to the second term in (12). Note that jintra* is not exactly equal
to jintra due to the fact that wave functions for the RE and
the DM models are obtained differently, but this expression
still illustrates the main difference (and underlying physics)
between these approaches.

The DM model can obtain L–I characteristics by iteratively
changing the optical field amplitude A0 in Hac once the material
gain becomes equal to the loss. Increase of A0 causes any excess
gain to drop to the threshold value. Optical intensity is calculated
as cε0nrA

2
0/2, and this is translated by the corresponding device

dimensions to the optical power.
The NRWA approach allows us to avoid direct time-domain

solving of (7), and it represents the main reason why a priori
knowledge of the upper and the lower lasing state is not needed,
contrary to other DM models [12], [19], [22] that either use
perturbation theory or add a coherent correction to the RE ap-
proach output and model the gain of the device as a Lorentzian
function. Limitations of this model may become apparent with
structures where intraperiod resonant tunneling cannot be ne-
glected or structures where the nearest neighbor approximation
for the period transport is invalid. It is also important to note
that the system in (7) can be combined with Maxwell equations
(similar to [24]) for the applications of interest, and that tem-
perature effects of lattice self-heating could also be included,
which we will discuss in the following section.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

To demonstrate the validity of the DM and the RE models,
we apply them to a structure similar to the one in [34], shown
in Fig. 1. The band diagram design in Fig. 1 predicts emission
at 2.06 THz at 20 K. The 13.6 µm active region is sandwiched
between an upper 90-nm thick n+ GaAs layer (doping level was
n ≈ 5 × 1018 cm−3), and a lower 600-nm thick n+ GaAs layer
(n ≈ 1.3 × 1016 cm−3). The latter layer allows the wafer to be
processed into single metal waveguide.

The band diagram in Fig. 1 was calculated by full
self-consistent Schrödinger-Poisson energy-balanced scattering
transport simulations [35], [36].
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Fig. 2. DM model V –I characteristics for various values of IFR height ΔIFR ;
IFR correlation length was set to Λ = 80 Å. The contact resistance of 2.15 Ω is
also included. Inset shows the V –I results without the contact resistance. L–I
results are also presented for every ΔIFR accordingly and normalized to the
unit value.

In our modeling procedure, we use three fitting parameters in
order to compare our results with the experimental data: 1) total
loss in the laser cavity; 2) IFR parameters; 3) contact resistance.

1) Cavity loss directly determines the lasing threshold, and
this can be estimated by various waveguide models. In
this work, we use a 1-D transfer matrix calculation of
waveguide modes, with a Drude–Lorentz model for per-
mittivities, as described in [37] and [38].

2) The IFR parameters are not experimentally known and
can vary from structure to structure. This brings the need
for additional sweeping of these parameters in the simu-
lation, and the optimal values depend on the fitting goals:
obtaining threshold fit, peak power fit, or power roll over
fit (ideally the entire V –I and L–I fit).

3) Contact resistance parameter can significantly shift V –I
characteristics, and approximate values can be obtained
experimentally. Typical values are several ohms [39].

For the device in Fig. 1, we used models from [37] and [38]
to estimate the loss to 32.42 cm−1 in pulsed operation at a cold
finger temperature of 20 K. This design has an experimental
dynamic range of 0.837–1.08 A, and IFR parameters are found
to match threshold current assuming the calculated cavity loss
value; this is illustrated in Fig. 2. Then, we search for the value
of contact resistance that fits the experimental data; this is esti-
mated to 2.15 Ω.

The V –I and L–I characteristics calculated with the DM
model for different IFR roughness heights are shown in Fig. 2.
It should be noted that the width of the L–I curve remains rel-
atively unchanged with the increase of IFR scattering. Current
is noted to be more sensitive to changes in IFR scattering. The
width can be changed by altering the loss value. Our model
does not include the self-heating of the lattice above cold finger
temperature, and therefore, only pulsed operation can be prop-
erly modeled, while CW operation would require an appropriate
thermal model [40].

The RE fitting procedure requires a different fitting approach
from the DM due to the differences in the interperiod transport.
Our RE model does not include a photon interaction term, and
producing L–I results is not straightforward. Therefore, in this
work, we focus on the DM model and its full comparison with
the experimental results. Note that the IFR parameters used

Fig. 3. Current density versus electric field calculated using RE (red) and
DM models (blue). Results were fitted to threshold point at (Kt , Jt ) =
(1.64 kV/cm, 139.5 A/cm2 ). The RE model requires Δ′

IFR = 3.15 Å for thresh-
old fit, while the DM needs ΔIFR = 2.02 Å. Results for Δ′

IFR = 2.02 Å for
the RE are also displayed (dashed green).

Fig. 4. Gain versus frequency from RE (red) and DM models (blue).
Results were fitted to loss of 32.42 cm−1 at threshold point (Kt , Jt ) =
(1.64 kV/cm, 139.5 A/cm2 ) at 20 K. Inset shows experimental spectral mea-
surement at 20 K at threshold bias.

in the DM will not be exactly the same due to the different
approaches in interperiod transport and different basis wave
functions.

Fig. 3 presents current density versus electric field depen-
dence obtained by RE and DM models, while Fig. 4 shows
gain dependence on frequency at lasing threshold when gain
becomes equal to loss of 32.42 cm−1 .

The DM results show a smooth dependence in Fig. 3, contrary
to the RE model that exhibits nonphysical spikes. The structure
is expected to begin to lase at K = 1.64 kV/cm in both meth-
ods. The results in Fig. 3 were fitted differently only in terms of
ΔIFR . We also presented the K–J dependence when all fitting
parameters are equal (green-dashed line in Fig. 3); however, this
result does not reach the threshold current density and overes-
timates the gain value as well. For the RE approach, we found
that the value of Δ′

IFR = 3.15 Å fits the desired current density
and the loss value.

Spectral results in Fig. 4 show that the DM approach exhibits
broader spectral line, with one hump clearly visible. Very good
agreement is observed in terms of lasing frequency of 2.06 THz.

In order to closely examine what happens around a spike
occurrence, we will focus around the point K = 1.3 kV/cm
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Fig. 5. Band diagram and the corresponding wave functions at (a) K =
1.28 kV/cm (nonspike point) and (b) K = 1.29 kV/cm (spike point), obtained
by RE model. States of interest are labeled as |i〉 if they belong in the left period
and |i′〉 if they belong in the adjacent period to the right. Circles indicate the
change of the second state in the spike point.

in Fig. 3. In Fig. 5, we present a band diagram and the cor-
responding wave functions, with the RE model, at the stan-
dard point K = 1.28 kV/cm and at the unphysical spike point
K = 1.29 kV/cm. In Fig. 5(a), we can see that the fourth
state from the left period |4〉 is nearly aligned with the eighth
state |8′〉 from the adjacent period at K = 1.28 kV/cm. At
K = 1.29 kV/cm [see Fig. 5(b)], position of the states has
changed. State |8′〉 is now nearly aligned with the state |2〉; how-
ever, compared to the situation at K = 1.28 kV/cm, it seems
that the state |2〉 does not exist in Fig. 5(b) (indicated by cir-
cles). Effectively, state |8′〉 from the second period in Fig. 5(a)
became state |4〉 in the first period in Fig. 5(b); this then caused
the shift of states when two figures are compared [|8′〉a → |4〉b ,
|4〉a → |3〉b , and |3〉a → |2〉b ; changes are purposely colored
the same in Fig. 5(a) and (b). Note that in Fig. 5(b), the QCL
period gained an additional state (|8′〉). A similar situation to
that in Fig. 5 occurs at every unphysical spike point observed
in Fig. 3. This is consistent with the characteristic RE model
feature of instantaneous transport due to extended wave func-
tions. This depicts that the RE model predicts unphysically high
currents due to instantaneous nonlocal transport for spatially
separated resonances, which causes detrimental effects in the
electron transport. Note that depending on the step size of the
electric field in the simulation, more spikes would occur due

Fig. 6. L–I–V characteristics of the BTC device at 20 K for pulsed operation.
Contact resistance is 2.15 Ω. Both DM model fit (blue) and RE model fit
(inset, red) were fitted to experimental threshold at (It , Vt ) = (0.83 A, 3.78 V).
Experimental L–I data are presented along DM L–I data and normalized in
arbitrary units.

to a higher probability of producing state alignment (it is also
possible to have multiple anticrossings at one point). This ef-
fect is caused by the inability of the RE model to describe
the QCL structure when anticrossing occurs, and whenever the
alignment of two states from adjacent periods takes place, non-
physical spike in the current density–electric field (and hence in
the corresponding current–voltage) characteristic of the device
is displayed.

In order to obtain comparison with the experimental voltage–
current (V –I) characteristics, the axes in Fig. 3 need to be scaled
by the corresponding device dimensions. Fig. 6 shows how the
RE and the DM models compare to the experimental output.

Based on the design in Fig. 1, L1071_C6_S3 THz QCL
wafer was grown via molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) in an
Oxford Instruments V-80 H MBE system on a semiinsulating
GaAs substrate. The laser material consists of 110 repeat peri-
ods of Al0.1Ga0.9As (Al: 10%) heterostructures forming the
∼13.6 µm-thick active region (see layer structures given in
Fig. 1). The device was processed into single-metal semiinsu-
lating surface-plasmon ridge waveguide of 200-μm width and
cleaved to a length of 3 mm. Fig. 6 compares the measured and
calculated optical power–current–voltage (L–I–V ) characteris-
tics at 20 K with the DM approach. Good agreement is obtained
once the (realistic) contact resistance of 2.15 Ω is taken into
account. Note that the calculated L–I is for the optical power
within the cavity, which will differ from the experimental value
due to the sensitivity of detector. The shape of experimental data
cannot match the theoretical one due to the measurement setup
(the beam is collimated onto the detector). The presented exper-
imental data do not show the optical power directly, but rather
the voltage variations in the measuring device. For that reason,
both experimental and theoretical results were normalized to 1
in Fig. 6, and emphasis of the result is put on the dynamic range.

In addition to good agreement between the measured and the
calculated V –I characteristics, the value of the driving current
when the structure begins to roll over (around 1.08 A), agrees
very well with the experimental dynamic range due to the fitting
procedure we presented in Fig. 2. This behavior is caused by
misalignment of subband levels, i.e., reduced electron transports
throughout the injection barrier.
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Fig. 7. L − I characteristics for different cold finger temperatures. Full lines
represent simulation result, while dashed lines represent the experimental mea-
surement. Scaling was performed, so peak ratio is consistent in both results. We
included the dependence of cavity loss on temperature in accordance with [37]
and [38]: gth = 32.42 cm−1 (20 K), 32.13 cm−1 (30 K), 31.91 cm−1 (40 K),
31.75 cm−1 (50 K), 31.71 cm−1 (53 K), 31.68 cm−1 (55 K).

Another source of discrepancy is that self-heating is not in-
cluded in our model due to its computational complexity. We
expect that agreement would be improved further if included, as
gain would reduce faster at higher currents. Note that this effect
needs to be included for pulsed operation at higher temperatures
as well. To illustrate this, in Fig. 7, we present the L–I simula-
tions for different temperatures while keeping ΔIFR = 2.02 Å
and contact resistance of 2.15 Ω.

In Fig. 7, we included the dependence of the waveguide loss
on the temperature discussed in [37], which slightly decreases,
and that is one of the reasons why threshold currents do not fully
match the experiment. We also notice that the model gives sim-
ilar dynamic ranges at 20, 30, and 40 K, and that the sharp drop
of peak power is only noticeable at higher temperatures. Such
behavior is related to exponential drop of the upper lasing level
state lifetime with temperature in BTC structures [41], which
becomes significant in the similar temperature range as in Fig. 7.
It can also be noted that at higher temperatures, the relative rate
of theoretical power peaks match the experimental ones. The
main reason for the mismatch of theoretical and experimen-
tal threshold current may also be attributed to the lack of a full
thermal model within these calculations, which assume that heat
sink temperature equals the lattice temperature in the device.

The self-heating is certainly larger in CW operation, and the
sensitivity of the gain on temperature is larger at higher temper-
atures, implying that the discrepancy between theoretical and
experimental results will then be larger as well. Interestingly,
dynamic range at cold finger temperature of 20 K for CW oper-
ation is 0.971–1.1 A, which matches the case of 53 K in Fig. 7,
and this gives an idea about the self-heating.

Additionally, the fitting procedure illustrated in Fig. 2 depends
on the desired modeling outcome. We noticed in Fig. 2 that for
the set value of loss, the width of dynamic range roughly remains
the same. This device has much narrower dynamic range for CW
operation (0.971–1.07 A), and even though it is possible to fit the
threshold value by a higher value of IFR parameters, the dynamic
range would be overestimated greatly. This effect happens due
to the lack of the inclusion of lattice self-heating due to the
electrical power in our model. It is important to underline that
IFR parameters do not depend on the temperature, and if they

are swept to match CW threshold, that value would compensate
the other scattering processes that do depend on the temperature.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have presented a DM model for QCLs, which considers
an infinite number of QCL periods, which interact within the
nearest neighbor approximation. We derived model output (cur-
rent density and gain calculation) and discussed the link with
the RE model. The mathematical expression we provided shows
a clear difference between transport calculation in RE and DM
approaches.

We outlined the modeling approach and discussed the fit-
ting parameters, which allow the comparison of the model with
experimentally analyzed structures in pulsed mode operation.

When applied to BTC structures, this model provides smooth
results in contrast to the RE. The results show very good agree-
ment with experimental data in terms of current–voltage profile,
lasing frequency, and current–optical power profile and show
promise for application in QCL device optimization.

APPENDIX

If we substitute (2) and (3) into (4) and label the commutator
term as M , and rearrange this equation so that M is kept on the
left-hand side, we obtain the following expression:

M =

⎡
⎢⎣

CU U E2

D C U

E3 D CD

⎤
⎥⎦

= i�
d

dt

⎡
⎢⎣

ρ1 ρ2 0
ρ3 ρ1 ρ2

0 ρ3 ρ1

⎤
⎥⎦+ i�

(
dρ

dt

)

relax

(A1)

where the terms in M are

CU = [H1 , ρ1 ] − ρ2H3 + H2ρ3

CD = [H1 , ρ1 ] + H3ρ2 − ρ3H2

C = [H1 , ρ1 ] + [H3 , ρ2 ] + [H2 , ρ3 ]

U = [H2 , ρ1 ] + [H1 , ρ2 ] + eKLPρ2

D = [H3 , ρ1 ] + [H1 , ρ3 ] − eKLPρ3

E2 = [H2 , ρ2 ]

E3 = [H3 , ρ3 ]. (A2)

Equation (A1) is Hermitian (as expected), but the equations
on the main diagonal are not equal. The right-hand side of
the equation has completely equal terms on the main diagonal,
while the left-hand side does not; therefore, the system is math-
ematically overdetermined. We have three unknowns and seven
equations: ρ1 (three equations), ρ2 (one equation), and ρ3 (one
equation) and two extra equations (E2 and E3). These extra
equations describe the coupling between UU and DD periods,
which can be neglected; however, this still leaves five equations
and three unknowns.
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This can be resolved by constructing a Q × Q system, and
then, (A1) expands to a pentadiagonal matrix. In this case, the
commutator term MQ×Q has terms CU and CD at end points of
the main diagonal, while all other terms on the main diagonal are
equal to C. This occurrence is the consequence of the fact that
the Q × Q Hamiltonian cannot see the period above and below
it, and it needs boundary conditions. The main assumption in
this work is that boundaries of the devices do not have large
influence on the structure, so they can be neglected. Therefore,
equations with terms C,U , and D in (A2) need to be chosen for
solving the system, and we can let Q → ∞ when finding the
output of the model.

The dipole matrix for Q = 3 for our system has the form

ZS =

⎡
⎢⎣

Z − LPI 0 0
0 Z 0
0 0 Z + LPI

⎤
⎥⎦ (A3)

where I is an N × N identity matrix, ZS expands correspond-
ingly for larger number of periods, and output of the system
needs to be derived as the limit value, when Q → ∞ as de-

scribed in Section II. Note that ZS does not have any interperiod
components, and this is due to the tight binding choice of the
basis for our model, which was discussed in Section II.

The system is described by equations containing terms C,U ,
and D in (A1); each commutator in the system linearizes as Li =
(Hi ⊗ I − I ⊗ HT

i ), and when NRWA formalism is introduced,
the full system has the form shown in (A4) at the bottom of this
page, where Vδ = eKLPIN 2 ×N 2 , the right-hand side consists of

envelopes ρ
ac/dc ′

i , packed rowwise in N 2 × N 2 column vectors,
and τ−1

lin and τlin|| are linearized blocks of size N 2 × N 2 , which
in case for N = 2 have the form

τ−1
|| =

[
τ−1
||1 1

τ−1
||1 2

τ−1
||2 1

τ−1
||2 2

]
→

τ−1
lin|| =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

τ−1
||1 1

0 0 0
0 τ−1

||1 2
0 0

0 0 τ−1
||2 1

0
0 0 0 τ−1

||2 2

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(A5)

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

− i

�

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Ldc
1 Lac

1 Lac
1 L3 0 0 L2 0 0

Lac
1 Ldc

1 0 0 L3 0 0 L2 0

Lac
1 0 Ldc

1 0 0 L3 0 0 L2

L2 0 0 Ldc
1 + Vδ Lac

1 Lac
1 0 0 0

0 L2 0 Lac
1 Ldc

1 + Vδ 0 0 0 0

0 0 L2 Lac
1 0 Ldc

1 + Vδ 0 0 0

L3 0 0 0 0 0 Ldc
1 − Vδ Lac

1

0 L3 0 0 0 0 Lac
1 Ldc

1 − Vδ

0 0 L3 0 0 0 Lac
1 0 Ldc

1 − Vδ

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

−

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

τ−1
lin + τ−1

lin|| 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 τ−1
lin + τ−1

lin|| 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 τ−1
lin + τ−1

lin|| 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 τ−1
lin|| 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 τ−1
lin|| 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 τ−1
lin|| 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 τ−1
lin|| 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 τ−1
lin|| 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 τ−1
lin||

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

ρdc ′
1

ρac+ ′
1 eiωt

ρac−′
1 e−iω t

ρdc ′
2

ρac+ ′
2 eiωt

ρac−′
2 e−iω t

ρdc ′
3

ρac+ ′
3 eiωt

ρac−′
3 e−iω t

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

=
d

dt

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

ρdc ′
1

ρac+ ′
1 eiωt

ρac−′
1 e−iω t

ρdc ′
2

ρac+ ′
2 eiωt

ρac−′
2 e−iω t

ρdc ′
3

ρac+ ′
3 eiωt

ρac−′
3 e−iω t

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(A4)
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τ−1 =

[
τ−1
11 τ−1

12

τ−1
21 τ−1

22

]
→

τ−1
lin =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

τ−1
11 0 0 τ−1

12

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

τ−1
21 0 0 τ−1

22

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦

T

. (A6)

Operation in (A6) visually seems as stretching of a matrix,
and it can also be constructed as

τ−1 =

[
τ−1
11 0
0 0

]
+

[
0 τ−1

12

0 0

]
+

[
0 0

τ−1
21 0

]
+

[
0 0
0 τ−1

22

]

= T11 + T12 + T21 + T22 ,

τ−1
lin =

[
T11 T12

T21 T22

]T

. (A7)

Operation in (A7) generalizes analogously, the original τ−1

is written as a sum of the corresponding Tij matrices of size
N × N with respect to the element position, and the lin-
earized form is constructed by rowwise packing of those block
matrices. Numerically, this operation is simply performed as
τ−1
lini N + i , j N + j

= 1
τj i

and i, j = 0, 1...N − 1 (for implementation
in C/C++).

The steady-state solution can be derived from (A4) by assum-
ing that envelopes ρ

dc/ac
i are not time dependent. In this case,

the system is linear 9N 2 × 9N 2 and homogeneous. This can be
simplified by turning the system into a nonhomogeneous system
by using the trace condition

∑
i ρdc

ii = 1 and substituting this
equation instead of any equation of the system into (A4) that
targets one of the ρdc

ii elements. Note that choosing some other
equation to be substituted would result in unphysical result, due
to the fact that system is not diagonally dominant.
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